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1. Introduction. Since combinatorial geometries are most appealing to the
intuition when viewed as a generalization of point-sets in finite-dimensional vector
spaces, a great deal of effort has been expended toward the generalization of
results and concepts of linear algebra to combinatorial geometry. Examples of
this might include Higg's work with strong maps, and, more recently, the investigations of Greene, Whiteley, and others into sophisticated exchange properties. However, the lack of actual algebraic structure in combinatorial geometries is the
major difficulty.in this process, since all reliance on the scalar field must be first
eliminated from any theorem to be generalized.
The bracket ring is an attempt to improve this situation. The brackets,
which behave like determinants, are used in place of scalars, for example, as
coefficients of linear dependence in Theorem 5.2. This approach agrees in spirit
very closely with that of Whiteley [15], who proves that all theorems in the
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category of coordinatizable combinatorial geometries may be stated and proved
in terms of brackets.
A second motivation for the study of the bracket ring also involves an infusion of algebra into combinatorial geometry. We prove that coordinatizations
of a geometry correspond to prime ideals in the bracket ring, hence bringing the
powerful machinery of commutative ring theory to bear on coordinatization
problems.
The ordinary syzygies are borrowed from classical invariant theory. Rota
[8] was the first to realize their connection with combinatorial geometries, by
noticing that they embodied the basis exchange axiom.
Our present work is primarily concerned with building the backgroundtheory
of the bracket ring-its coordinatization properties, its use in place of a scalar
field to represent the geometry, and various aspects of its structure. This theory
is then applied in the sequel [14] to the particular case of unimodular geometries.
2. Combinatorial pregeometries. We present here some preliminary definitions and propositions, with proofs omitted. Further details may be found in [1].
A combinatorial pregeometry (or matroid) G(S) is a set 5 together with
a nonempty collection ¡5 of finite subsets of S, called bases, satisfying

(i) A,BGß,A¥=B=>A

<tB.

(ii) {ExchangeAxiom). A, B G B, b 65 =* there exists a G A such that

(B - {b})U {a}e B.
Equivalently, (ii) may be replaced by the apparently stronger
(ii') (Simultaneous Exchange Axiom). A, B G B, b G B =* there exists

a G A such that (B - {b}) U {a} G ß and (A - {a}) U {b} G B.
It follows that any two bases of G(S) have the same cardinality, the rank of G.
A subset A of S is independent if it is contained in some basis, and dependent otherwise. The rank of a subset A of S, or r(A), is the common
cardinality of its bases, or maximal independent subsets. A circuit is a minimal
dependent subset of S. A subset A of S is a flat of G if A has no superset
of the same rank. The closure of a subset A, denoted Cl(A), is the unique minimal flat containing A.
A pregeometry G(S) is a combinatorial geometry if every subset of S of
cardinality at most 2 is independent. For our purposes, the distinction is essentially irrelevant, hence we use the more general term pregeometry throughout this
paper.
3. Construction of the bracket ring. Let G(S) be an arbitrary combinatorial pregeometry of rank n. To every ordered «-tuple X = (xv x2, x3, • • • , xn)
of elements of S, we associate a symbol [xlt- ■ ■, xn], or simply [X], called
a bracket.
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In writingany sequence (x;., • • • , xk) of elements where only the first and
last elements are displayed, the intervening elements are always indexed by unit
increments. We also abbreviate (xy, • • • , xk_l,y, xk+i, • • • , xm) by (Xj,
• • • , xm/xk —*y), with multiplereplacementsdenoted similarly. Thus [xt, • • • ,
xjxt
—*yl,'--,xl
—*yk\ denotes the bracket [*,,- • • , xn] with
*t& xi2>xi3> ' " " >xik replaced by yuy^, y3, • • •, ykt respectively, with the
elements being replaced always indexed by sub-subscripts of unit increment. If
the elements in X = (x-, • • • , xk) are distinct, we let X denote the set {Xj,
• • • , xk} as well as the sequence, where no confusion will arise. If X =
(Xj, • • • , xn) and o is a permutation of {1, • • • , n}, we denote the bracket
Let RG be the polynomial ring over the integers generated by the indeter-

minates {[X] : X G S"}. Let IG be the ideal of RG generated by all elements
of the following four types:
(1) [X], if X contains repeated elements,
(2) [X], if the elements of X are distinct but are dependent in G,
(3) [X] - (sgn a)[ffX] for any permutation a of {1, • • •, «},

(4) [*!, • • ♦, xn] \yu'

' ' ,yH] - Z\yti, ■■• ,y, , xk+i, ■ • ■, *„].

\y\• ■*■»yJyiy ~**i»* ** *yik ~***1 > for any k<n

and *i«* * • * *«.

■^l>* ' ' »-^n e ^' where the sum is over all f,, • • • , ik such that 1 < /, < i2
< • • • < ik < n.

Definition 3.1. The bracket ring BG of G(S) is the ring RG/IG.
Remark 3.2. We refer to the elements of IG of the above four types, as
well as the equations formed by setting them equal to zero, as relations; in particular (3) are antisymmetry relations and (4) are the multiple syzygies, or simply
syzygies. These relations are abstracted from the properties of determinants, with
the syzygies in particular corresponding to Laplace's expansion by minors (Greene
[2]). Indeed, if we regard [xlt • * •, xn] as an arbitrary determinant with columns {jCj, • • • , xn} and {ylt • * *, yn} as the columns of the identity matrix,
then the right side of (4) is the expansion of [xlt • • • >xn] by the first k
columns.
The ordinary syzygies, or syzygies with k = I, were studied in [13]. In
the case of ordinary syzygies, if {xlt- ■■, xn} and {y,, • • • , yn} are bases
of G(S), then by the simultaneous exchange axiom, one of the terms on the
right of (4) involves bases in both brackets. This property carries over to the multiple syzygies in the following proposition, proved by Greene [2].

Proposition 3.3 (Multiple Exchange Property).
geometry with bases B, and if A, B G ß and DGB,

suchthat (A-QUDGß

and (B-D)UCGß.

// G(S) is any prethen there exists CCA
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If [X] is a bracket in RG, J an ideal of RG, and a: RG —*■
RG/J the
canonical homomorphism, we denote a([X] ) simply by [X], where confusion
will not arise. We assume that 1 I—►
1 for all ring homomorphisms.
4. Coordinatizations. Let F be a vector space of dimension n over a
field K, and G(S) a combinatorial pregeometry of rank n. A coordinatization

of G(S) in F is a mapping f : S —►V such that, for all A C S, A is independent in G if and only if f(4) is linearly independent in V and f is oneto-one on A. If U: V—►F is a unimodular linear transformation, we say that
f and i/o f are equivalent coordinatizations. Given f, we define a ring homo-

morphism f *: RG —*■
K by

?*(^1,--.^])

= det(f(x1),---,r(xJ),

where determinants are defined with respect to a fixed basis of V.

Proposition 4.1. f * factors through a homomorphism f **: BG —►K.
Equivalent coordinatizations f and U ° f determine the same homomorphism

r.
Proof. Ig C ker f*, since relations (1), (2), and (3) are mapped by f*
to well-known relations on determinants, and Greene [2] proves that (4) similarly
holds for determinants. Thus £** is defined. The second assertion is obvious.
A three-term syzygy is an element of IG of the form

[*i>- • ' >xn]\yvy2,x3,'

• •, xn] - \yv x2, ■• •, xn][xvy2,
~ u 2> x2> ' ' ' ' Xn¡ vi'

x3,- ■■, xn)

xl> x3'

' xn¡ >

where the remaining terms of the syzygy have been omitted by (1). Let I'G be
the ideal generated by (1), (2), (3) and the three-term syzygies.

Proposition 4.2. Let v. RG —*K be a ring homomorphism into the
field K such that v([X]) #0 if X is a basis of G, and such that IG C ker v.
Then there is a coordinatization ? of G in a vector space V of dimension n
over K, unique up to equivalence, such that v = f *.
Proof. Let Y = {ylt- • • , yn} be any prescribed basis of G, whence
v([Y]) ¥=0. We define a new homomorphism ¡x: RG~* K given by n([X\) =

K[X])K[Y])- Wenote IG Cker n and n([Y])=l.
We proceed to define f : S—►V by letting ?(x)('\

the ith component

of ?(x), be ju([y,, ■• •, yjyt —*■
x] ).
We assert that mOT) = det (fX) for any bracket [X]. If AT has repeated
elements, then fx([X])= det(fA) = 0. Assuming otherwise, we shall prove the
assertion by induction on k(X) = \X - Y\.
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If k(X) = 0 or 1, then n([X]) = det (fX) by construction. Let / > 2
and suppose the assertion is true for k(X) < I. Let Z = {zl, • • • , zn} and

k(Z) = I.
Case I. Suppose r(Z) > n - 2 in G(S). Then we may choose an independent subset Z - {zp, zq} of cardinality « - 2 with zp, zq G Y, by extending
the independent subset Z O Y. Since Y is a basis, by basis exchange we may
extend Z - {zp, z^} to a basis W = (Z - {zp, zq}) U {>,,, ys}, where jr, j/, G
Y. Since antisymmetry applies to both brackets and determinants, we may assume
Z is reordered so that z , zq come first, and we let U denote the remaining
elements in order. Let W have the ordering yr, ys, U.
Applying a three-term syzygy,

K[Z])ti[w¡)
= K\yr>v uwizp,y» u]) + nfep,yru])K[zq,y„u\\
Except for [Z], each bracket here has k<l-l.
Furthermore, ju([W]) + 0.
Thus we may solve for ju([Z]) and conclude n([Z]) = det (fZ), since the determinants must satisfy the analogous syzygy.
Case II. Suppose r(Z) < n - 2 in G(S), whence n([Z]) = 0. Suppose
further that detßZ^O.
Then {fz^ • • • , fzn} is a basis of V. Choose
z¡ G Y, i < n. Then, by basis exchange, {fzj, • • • , ^znl^z¡ —►Jy;} is a basis of

V for some y¡GY. U X = {z1,- ■• ,zjzt—*yj},
k(X) = 1-1, hence
ju([Z]) = det fZ ¥=0. Hence X is a basis of G, and Z - {z,} = X - {yf} is
of rank n - 1, contradicting the assumption that r(Z) < n - 2. Hence det(fZ) =
0 as required for Case II.
We may now multiply the first coordinate of every vector f(x) by Kt^l)
to reverse the normalization at the beginning of the proof, and the required coordinatization has been constructed. It is straightforward to check the uniqueness
up to equivalence, completing the proof.
Let G(S) and F(S) be pregeometries on the same set S, and suppose that

(i) rank G = rank F,
(ii) A is dependent in G =*A is dependent in F, for all ACS; equivalently, every basis of F is a basis of G.
Then we say that F is a rank-preserving-weak-mapimage of G. These images
have been studied extensively in [5].

Theorem 4.3. Let G(S) be a combinatorial pregeometry and K a field.
There is a canonical bijection between the set of all homomorphisms t¡: Bg —►K
such that [X] G ker tj for some X C S and the set of all equivalence classes of
coordinatizations over K of the rank-preserving-weak-mapimages of G.

Proof. Let f be a coordinatization of F, where F is a rank-preservingweak-map image of G. Then RG = RF and Ip^Iç,
thus we have the canonical
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homomorphism n: BG —►BF. Let tj = ?** • n: BG —►K. We note that tj
is nonzero on [X] whenever A" is a basis of F, hence tj is the required
homomorphism.
Conversely, let tj: BG —* K be a homomorphism with tj([AT])^ 0 for
some X CS. We define a combinatorial pregeometry F(S) by letting the bases
of F be the collection

B= {{*,,- •• ,x„}: !?([*!,- •,*J)#0>.
The collection B is nonempty, and the basis exchange property holds in B since
T) maps any syzygy to 0. Thus F is indeed a combinatorial pregeometry, and
a rank-preserving-weak-mapimage of G, since any basis of F is a basis of G.
We now note that tj must factor through a homomorphism v: BF —►K,
where tj = v » rr and v([xl, • ■• , xn]) ¥=0 whenever {xlt • • • , xn} is a
basis of F. Since l"F CIF, Proposition 4.2 gives the required equivalence class
of coordinatizations of F.
It is clear that the two mappings we have constructed between the set of
homomorphisms and the set of equivalence classes of coordinatizations are inverse
to each other, completing the proof of Theorem 4.3.

Corollary
4.4. To every prime ideal PCBG suchthat [X]GP whenever [X] =£0 in BG, there corresponds a coordinatization of G over KP, the
field of fractions of BG/P, or over any extension field K of Kp. Conversely,
any coordinatization corresponds uniquely to such a prime ideal P.
Proof. We construct the canonical homomorphism BG —►Bq/P-^+Kp*-*
K. Conversely, given a coordinatization, let P be the kernel of the corresponding
homomorphism.

Corollary 4.5. Let I'G denote the ideal in RG generated by (1), (2),
(3) and the ordinary syzygies. Then I"GCI'G CIG, and rad I"G= rad I'G =
rad IG.
Proof.

The containments are obvious. If P D l"G is a prime ideal in RG,

then P DIG by 4.2 and 4.3. Thus IG Ç rad l"Q= Ç\{P: P is prime, P DIG},
and the rest follows.
The following proposition is closely related to a result of Vamos [11].

Proposition 4.6. Suppose that [X] [Y] ■■■[Z] Gl"G in RG whenever
X, Y, • • •, Z are bases of G. Then G may be coordinatized over some field.
Proof. Let Q denote the multiplicative semigroup generated by the
brackets on bases in RG. Our hypothesis is that Q<^IG = 0. Standard ring
theory arguments provide an ideal P which is maximal in {J: J is an ideal of
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and p must be Prime (as in I17' P- 152D- Then

PDIG, and P/IG is a prime ideal in BG which corresponds to the required
coordinatization.

Corollary
4.7. There exist bases X, Y, • ■■, Z in G such that
[X] [Y] ■• ■[Z] = 0 in BG if and only if G may not be coordinatized over

any field.
Remark 4.8. In [14], the sequel, we explore the following converse: if G
is unimodular (i.e., G is coordinatizable over the rationals by a totally unimodular matrix), then BG is an integral domain.

5. The bracket representation. We now represent any combinatorial pregeometry G(S) in a module over its own bracket ring. This representation is
rather crude, since independent sets may become dependent under the representation, and since the representation depends heavily on a choice of basis. However,
we receive compensation in that the representation works for an arbitrary pregeometry, and it allows a pleasing imitation of several familiar results from linear
algebra, with the brackets replacing scalars.
Let E = {e,, • • • , en} be a fixed basis of G(S). Let M = (&¡l=lBG ■e¡
be the free module over BG generated by the symbols ex, • • • , en. We define

a mapping y: S —*M as follows.
Definition 5.1 (Cramer's Rule).

y: x Y-* E"=1 [et, • • • , eje¡ —*x]e¡.

Theorem 5.2. y maps dependent subsets of G(S) onto linearly dependent

subsets of M.
Proof.
It suffices to show that y(C) is linearly dependent, where C =
{Cj, • • • , ck] is a circuit of G. We extend the independent set C- {c¡} to a

basis (C- {Cj})U/4, where A n (C- {cj) = 0. Then

Z(" 0*1*1.' " ' ' cf-v cj+i'" ' • ck>Ah(cj)
i=i
- L ( Z (" tit»'

*• - ci-v ci+v ■•■,ck,A][el,---, eJe^CjUe,

i= 1 \ /= 1

/

= ¿ (-tc2.• • •. ck>¿1 [«i.• ' ' >eJeir*cii
+ ¿
/=2

= 0.

[c2, ■■■,ck, Aje, -* c,] [e,, ■• • , eje¡ -* cj])ei
/
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Thus y(C) is linearly dependent, since the coefficient of y(ct)
each y(Cj)) is nonzero in BG.

(and, in fact, of

We now extend M to M' = ®d:0*dce^g
' &> and extend y to
y: I —*M', where I is the collection of ordered independent sets in G(S),

with y defined by
•/(*!••

=

' ' >xk)

Z

I«p •'• ". eJei. -* *i> ■■■, e, -*xk] ■ [e, , ■• • , e,}

<,<„.<ífc

*

«IK

for any (x,, ■• • , xk)G J.
Under any coordinatization f, [e,, • • • , e„/e,- —►
xx, • • •, et —*xk]
corresponds to the (fj, ••• •, zfc)th Pllicker coordinate of the subspace spanned
by ß"(*i), • " • , Ç(xk)}, with respect to the base f(ex), • ■• , f(e„). The following proposition shows that the coefficients [e1, • • ■, eje¡ —>■
xt,- • ■, e¡ —*■
xk] depend only on the flat Cl {xl, • • • , xk}, up to a scalar multiple, hence
these coefficients may be regarded as the Pliicker coordinates of the flat
Cl{Xj, • • • , xk} of G(S), with respect to the basis {e1, • ■• , en}.

Proposition 5.3. If (xlt • • • , xk) and (yif • • •, yk) G J, and
Cl{*j, • • • , xk} = Cl{ylt • • • , yk} in G(S), then there exist nonzero elements
a,bGBG such that

a\ex, ■■■, ejeh

->*,•,•••,

ei%-* xk]

= b[elt- ■■, enleh ->7,,

• • • , e/fc -*yk]

for all il <• • • < ik.
Proof.

By the multiple exchange property, Proposition 3.3, there exists

(ii »' ' ' • ik) such that [e1,- • • , e„/e;- —*xlt • • •, ey —* xk] # 0. Let this
bracket be b, and a = [elt- • • , ejej —*ylt • • •, e, —>7K]- Since
Q{X|, • • •, xk} = Cl-Oj, • • • , yk}, b ¥=0 implies a # 0. We now have a
syzygy

[<?i,• • • , ejeh -*yv ■■■,e¡k-+yk] [e„ • • •, eje^ -*xv= [eu■ ■■, eje¡i -*xv-

• •, effc-+xk]

■■, <^-*x*] [ev- ■•, eje^ -+yv-

■■, eifc~*yk],

for {y,, • • •, yk} of the first bracket may be exchanged only for {xy, • • •, xk}
in the second to give two bases. All other terms of the syzygy have a bracket
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containing at least k + 1 of {xl,- • ■, xk, yt,- ■• , yk}, hence containing a
dependent set. The above syzygy is precisely what is required.
6. An identity of van der Waerden. We now derive an alternate form of
the syzygies, which is useful in the next section. This derivation also clarifies the
relationship between the multiple and ordinary syzygies.

Let [Xv Ax] ■• • [Xp, Ap] G RG, where Xx, • • • , Xp are pairwise disjoint and have distinct elements. Let T = Xx U • • • U Xp, /,- = \X¡\, m =

Sf=1/,. = in. In [12, Hilfssatz 1, p. 723], van der Waerden proved the following
identity, provided m > n + 1.

(5)

Z0gn °)[°xi• A11- - - [°xp>Ap]eIG>

where the sum is over all permutations a of T, and I'G is the ideal of ordinary
syzygies defined in Corollary 4.5. However, there is considerable redundancy built
into this identity, for if r is any permutation of T fixing the subsets oXx,
• • • , oXp, then the summand for to is the same as that for a, by antisymmetry.
Definition 6.1. A van der Waerden relation is an element of RG of the
form

W(j\,■• ■, jp; T;AX,-- -., Ap) = Z(sgn a)[Tv At]--

[Tp,Ap],

where the sum is over all partitions T = 7\ U • • • U Tp with \T¡\ = /,-, and
where sgn a is chosen as in (5) according to the order in which we write the
elements in each T¡. We include j\, • • ■, jp as arguments of W for convenience,
in spite of thé redundancy. Now, if m > n + 1, (5) becomes

(6)

(tk,,lrflt'

"•íp't'a"'"'

At)eIG-

We now wish to eliminate the numerical factor and generalize to a larger class of
sets T, which is made possible by using the larger ideal IG.

Theorem 6.2. Let T be dependent in G. Then

WQv-'Jp;T,A1,--.Ap)eicProof. We rearrange the order of the brackets so that ft </2 < • • • </p.
Case 1. Suppose / = n and j\ = • • • =/p_2 = 0. If we also have
/__, = 0 we are done, for W consists of one term, and WGIG by the depen-

dence of T. Otherwise, let / = jp_ 1, T = {x,, • • • , xf, yx, ■• ■, yn}, V =
{Xj, • • • , Xj}, and if C/C V, t/# 0, we denote U by {xm ,• • •, xm¡}.
Then
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W,---.W.n;T;Al,---.Ap_i,0)

= [/«il • • • iAp-l]( [*|. ' ' ' . xl-Ap- il bl • - " - ■'J

+

£

Z (-d'[x„-•-.*,, v An ,-^v■■•*-,-*'1,1

(7)

-lV|.- • ■•>■>/, -"»,•■•

•l4il"H--a]

S

l/:»#ÜCI'\

' •>%"* *m,l]

(f-lf-,l«i.--;.^ViIfri'",''J

hence V6/G.
Case 2. Suppose ;p = « and /p_2 =£0. Then

W(j\,---,fp_l,n;T;A1,---

Z

,Ap)

(o,---,o,/p_1(b;
R>

T- U r,;

^i UT,,-«

• >Ap_2 UT'

2, A

i Mp),

where the sum is over pairwise disjoint subsets Tt, • • •, ZL_3 with 17^-1
= /,-,

for 1 < / < p - 2. Since /p_j +/

>« + 1, f- \Jf=^Ti

is dependent,thus

we are reduced to Case 1.

Case 3. Suppose jp<n.

Pick aGAp.

W(j\,---,jp;T;A1,---,Ap)

- mil,' • ', ip-v ip + UTU WM,,'

Z

i:l<i<p-l;f¡*0

• • , Ap_v Ap - {a})

w(j\,--•,ti-i,*-,fp-vfp
rMi.-'-M/U

+ i;

{a},---,Ap_l,Ap-

{a}).

Since / has been increased by unity, repeated use of the above reduces W to a
linear combination of Ws with j = n, each of which is covered by Case 1 or
2. Thus the proof of Theorem 6.2 is completed.
Let us denote, for any product of brackets [X] [Y] and V C X,

S(V)= [X][Y]-

Z

±[X-V,U][V,Y-U]

UCY;\U\=\V\

where the signs are appropriately chosen so that S(V) is a syzygy. Let JG
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denote the ideal in RG generated by the relations (1), (2), and (3).

Lemma6.3. S(V) = ±S(X - V) in RG/JG.
Proof.

By applying the same permutation to each left-hand bracket in

S(V) (resp. S(X - V)), we may write
± S(V) = [uj, • • • , vk, wk+l, ■■■, wn\ \yx, • ■• ,yn]

(8)

-

Z
\yix>---,yt
'i<-<'fc

,wk+l,---,wn]

•\yi>'"»yjytl

-^vi>---

,yik-+vk]

and
±S(x-

(9)

V) = [ü,,--

-

• ,vk, wk+1,--.wn]\yi,-

Z

■■,y„]

6»i."-.^//fc+I.--.y/J

¡k+1 <-<> n

-&!>•'

•-yn/y,k+l

■*+ wk+i>- • • >y,n -* wJ-

Let (ij, • • • , ik), where ij < • • • < ik, correspond to 0fc+1, " ' •, /„), where

O'fc+i.• ••-/„}=

ÍL •••-«}-

0'i» ••• . i"«}and fk+l <• • • </„. Then it

is a routine exercise to check that the signs of corresponding terms on the right of

(8) and (9) agree,hence S(V) = ±S(X - V).
For any product of two brackets [X] [Y] and VÇX,

let W(V)=

WQV\,n;VUY;X-V, 0).
Proposition 6.4. The ideal IG is generated by the relations (1), (2), (3)
and the van der Waerdenrelations W(V) for all X, Y, V with \V\ <n/2.

Proof. Wehave from (7), W(F).■%VCv(- l)m~lS{V).

By Möbius

inversion (see [7, pp. 344-345]) over the lattice of subsets of V, we have

S(V)= (- i)'^-1

Z (- \)w~mWJ) - Z (- Dm-lw(U).
UÇV

UÇV

Thus the van der Waerden relations may replace the syzygies as generators of IG.
By Lemma 6.3, we may assume |F| < n/2.

Corollary
6.5. Let m = [n/2]!«!, where [ ] here denotes the greatest
integerfunction. Then mIG ÇI'G.

Proof. If \V\ < n/2, mW(V)G l'G by (6). Thus the result follows from
the preceding proposition.
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7. Standard products. In this section we attempt to put each element of
BG into a standard form, namely a linear combination of standard products of
brackets, using the well-known techniques of Young tableaux ([16] and [3, pp.
377—380]). Unfortunately, this form is not unique except for a small class of
pregeometries. Nevertheless, we gain insight into the structure of the bracket ring.
A multiset M on the set 5 is a formal linear combination of elements of
S with nonnegative integral coefficients. We denote M = 2jesas • s, where as
is the multiplicity of s in M, and 2s(=sas, if finite, is the size of M. We define addition of multisets in the obvious manner and note that the collection of
all multisets on S whose size is a finite multiple of n form a commutative
monoid M„ under this addition operation.
We say a product of brackets L = [Xl ]■ • • [X¡] in RG or BG is of
degree M G M„ if M = 2sesfls • s where as is the total number of occurrences

of s in Xx,- • • ,XV
Proposition

7.1. The rings RG and BG are graded rings over the com-

mutative monoid M„, which facts we denote by RG = 0/v/eM ^g(^)

ant^

BG = %€M/cWProof. As an additive group, we clearly have the direct sum RG =
®MeM RG(M), where RG(M) is the subgroup of RG generated by all products

of brackets of degree M. If Kx GR^MJ

and K2GRG(M2) then K1K2G

RG(Ml + M2), hence RG is a graded ring over M„. Since IG is generated by
homogeneous elements, it is a homogeneous ideal, hence BG is also graded over

M„, with BG(M) defined analogously to RG(M).
We now consider any nonzero product of brackets L = [Xt] [X2] • • ■ [Xp]
of degree MGM„. Let S be given a fixed linear ordering. By at most changing
the sign of L, we may assume that the elements in each bracket in L are written
in increasing order, [X¡] = [xn, • ■•, */„], and that Xv X2, • ■■, X are in
lexicographic order. If xlf <x2/- < • • • *S*P/- for each /, we say that L is a
standard product of brackets.

Proposition 7.2. 77zestandard products of brackets of degree M generate BG(M) as an additive group.

Proof.

Let St(M) be the additive subgroup of BG(M) generated by the

standard products of brackets of degree M. It suffices to show that if L is any
product of brackets of degree M, then L G St (Ai). If L is not standard, let
(k, I) be the lexicographically least pair (/', /) suchthat *«<*«
i)/. Thus

xij^x(i-i)i

f°r ah O«/) suchthat 2<i<k

or 2<i = k and j <l.

If

L is standard, set (k, I) = (p, n + 1). We now proceed by reversed induction on

(k, I) in the lexicographicordering, (2, 1), (2, 2), • • • , (2, ri), (3, 1), • • • ,
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(p, n), (p,n + 1). If (k, 0 = (P, n + 1), then L G St (A/)- Otherwise,we assume by the induction hypothesis that if L' is of degree M with (k't l') de-

fined for L' analogouslyto (k, I) for L, and if (k\ l') > (k, /) in the lexicographic ordering, then L' G St (M).
We now apply Theorem 6.2 to L with
^=

(xkl> xk2> '

' ' xkl> x(k-l)l'

'

''x(k-l)n}-

Writing L = K[Xk_1] [Xk], we have

L =-T.(smo)K[xik_m,-

■■,x(k_ 1)(;_,)( T-T']

(10)
*I' » xk(l+l)'

'

' ' xknl

where the sum is over all T Ç T such that ir'l = /, T # {xkx, • • •, xkl}.
Since xkl < ■ ■■<xkl <x{k_l){ <
<x(k_1)n
and x(k_ 1}/ <xkj for aU
/ < /, we see, after arranging the elements of T* and T-T'
in increasing order,
that each summand on the right of (10) is a product L' with (k't I') > (k, l)
in the lexicographic ordering. It follows from the induction hypothesis that L G
St (M), as required.
We now proceed to investigate the class of pregeometries for which the
standard products are actually a basis of BG(M).

Proposition 7.3. Let G(S) be the free pregeometry on a set S of
cardinality N whose bases are all n-subsets of S. Then the standard products
of degree M are a linear basis of BG(M) over the integers, for all M G M„.
Proof. Let Q denote the rationals, and let S = {sl,- ■• , sN}. We construct a coordinatization f of G(S) over Q(r, xtj: 1 < i < AT,1 < ; < n), where
t, xlly-■ • , xNn are algebraically independent transcendental over Q. The coordinatization is given by

•An argument of Hodge and Pedoe [3, p. 381] now shows that the polynomials
which are the determinants corresponding under f ** to the standard products of
brackets are linearly independent for any M, hence the standard products of
brackets are linearly independent in BG(M).
A transversal geometry is a geometry G(S) which may be coordinatized
over Q(x,y) by s¡ *-* (y.j), where the x¡¡ are algebraically independent transcendentals over Q and y„ = x¡¡ or 0. By Mirsky [6, Chapter 6.5], this definition is equivalent to the usual one in terms of a bipartite graph. The preceding
proof suggest the following conjecture, which has withstood attempts to find a
counterexample.
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Conjecture 1 A. If G is a transversal geometry, then for each M G Un,
there exists a linear ordering on S such that the nonzero standard products of

brackets in BG(M) are a basis of BG(M).
8. The geometric structure of the bracket ring. Several important geometric
properties are reflected in the structure of the bracket ring. In particular, orthogonal pregeometries have isomorphic bracket rings, and the bracket rings of minors
of G are contained (up to isomorphism) in the bracket ring of G.
If G(S) is a finite pregeometry with bases B, the pregeometry G*(S)
orthogonal to G has bases ß* = {S - B: B G ß}. Thus G is also orthogonal
to G*, and we say G and G* are dual.

Theorem 8.1. Let G(S) and G*(S) be dual pregeometries. Then

P-g-bgProof. We fix a linear ordering L = (Sj, • • • , sN) on S, S = {slt s2,
• • • , %}. We define a ring homomorphism hL: RG —►BG, by
(i) hL([X]) = 0 if X has repeated elements,
(ii) «¿([Jf,, • • • , xn]) = sgn p[sp(„+i), ' • •, sp(7V)], if xx, - • •, x„
are distinct, where p is any permutation of {1, • • • , N} such that

x¡ = sp^

for all i, 1 < i < n,

and hL is extended to any element of RG in the obvious manner.
We note first that hL is well defined, for the antisymmetry in BG* implies that hL([xl, • ' • , xn]) in (ii) does not depend on the choice of p.
We now check that hL(Q) = 0 if ß is any of the generators (l)-(4) of

IG. If Q = [X] where X has repeated elements, then hL(Q) = 0 by definition. If Q = [X] where the elements of X are distinct but dependent, then
hL(Q) = [S - X] for some ordering of S - X. Since X is not a basis of G,

S-X

is not a basis of G*, and hL(Q) = 0. If Q = [X] - sgn a[aX], where

X = (x,, • • • , xn) has distinct elements, then if p is prescribed as in (ii) for
X, then op satisfies (ii) for oX, where opl^.^ = p\s-x< an(*

hL(Q) = hL([X])-sgnohLa°X])
= sgn p[xp(n+l), ■•■, xpm]

- sgn o sgn ap[xp(n+1), ■■• , xp(N)]

= 0.
We have yet to check generators of type (4). Let
ß = [*!,•••

.xjty,,-

Z
Kil<i2<...<ik<n

•• ,yn]

\x\>'"'xJxt."-y\r-,XtM->'yk\
*

K

•[*/,'■ • ■>xik>y*+u'

' ' >yn]-
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Modulo the ideal JG generated by relations (1), (2), (3), which we know is contained in ker hL, we may write

û :-1*|, • •■•.xpyt+t* • • •. y*\ &*!»•• • >yn\
Z

\*\>'--,Xpyl+l,---,yJxt

i</j«2<...</.</-

l

•[xil''

~*y¡,---

,x¡ ^yj]
i

■ ■>xi*yj+v

'

' >yn]>

where we have relabeled as xl+,, • • •, xn «=yl+1, • • •, yn (resp.) the elements
common to both brackets, noting that any such common elements among yx,
• • • , yk may be dropped from the summation. We now note that if K is any
ordering of S affected by a permutation p on L, then hK([X]) =

(sgn p)hL(\X]) for any X, thus hK(Q) = hL(Q) in the case of type (4) relations. We may therefore assume that L is the ordering (xl,- • • , x¡, yy, ■• • ,
yn> sn + i+i>" ' ' • sn)- We now compute:

M2)= (- VP-Vfri,•",yp ««+/+!.••
•. 'ri
* (- l)"[Xi.»

Z

"

• , Xj, Sn + t+l,

■ • , SN]

(- tf***"0K. • • • >xi<>
y¿+v ■■■-yi>s»+/+1
- • • • - sn\

i</,<(2<...</;<;

'

• (- iy'+n/K, • • •, x¡, sn+l+v ••-, sN/X¡i-*yv

■■■,x(j -*>y¡\

= 0 in BG,.
Thus ker hL ^IG, and hL induces a homomorphism jL : BG —►BG,.
Dually, we have the homomorphism kL: BG, —►BG defined by the same linear
ordering L. Let r denote the permutation
■

/

1,

2, ■■;N-n,

AT-* + !,*•• ,#\

\n + I, n + 2,- ■; N,

1

,••■ ,n)'

Then
kLÍL [*1. ' * ' ' Xn\ ~ (S§n p)kL [Sp(n+l),
= (sgn p)kL[spT{l),

■ ■ , Sp(N)]
•••

, spT{N_n)]

= (sgn p)(sgn pT)[spT(N_n + 1), •■ ■ , spT(jv)]

= sgnr[xl,---

Since sgn r = (- I'f^-"^

is fixed, kJL

,xn].

is an automorphism of BG, and
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similarly jLkL is an automorphism of BG». Hence ¡L is an isomorphism,completing the proof of Theorem 8.1.

If G(S) is a pregeometry with bases B, UCS, and rank (S - U) =
rank G, then the subgeometry G-U
is the pregeometry on S - U whose bases
are {B: B G ß, B C S- U}. If TÇS is independent, the contraction G/T is
the pregeometry on S - T whose bases are {B - T: B G ß, T C B}. We note
that sübgeometries are dual to contractions, G*lT = (G - T)*. A minor of G is
a subgeometry of a contraction, (G/T) - U, where UCt T = 0. (Although our
definitions of subgeometry and contraction are more restrictive than those in
Crapo-Rota [1], our definition of minor is equivalent to theirs.)

Given T, UCS, TdU=
0, we define BG(T, U) to be the subring of
BG generated by all brackets [X] suchthat XDT and XOU = 0.
Theorem 8.2. Let G be a finite pregeometry and F = (G/T) -U
minor of G. Then BF ss BG(T, U)ÇBG.

a

Proof. It is obvious that BG_u^BG(0,U),
and, similarly, that
Bg_tj(T, 0)^BG(T, U). But BG._T^BG,(0,
T) impliesby duality that
Bgit-bg(t<
0)- Thus BF^BG_U(T, 0)~BG(T,U), since (G/T)-U~

(G - U)IT.
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